Everything that I could never say you is expressed in letters and verses silenced by the immersed sea of my tears and the bitter taste of cowardice. Everything that I could never say you, you will find here written in the gloom of the night at the foot of the moon.

That which during the day perhaps I did not express to you, but that at night in a certain way I wrote it to you, I learned to love you in silence and to hate you at the summit of my crying to the point of blessing you in view of a supreme and cursing you to the depths of the ground.

The shadows of the past haunt me and my nights have become harrowing and lonely because My biggest sin was loving you for who you are and with the damn defect of longing for you, but not having you. close my eyes as I remember the distance that separates me from you. Sorry, I didn’t find a good enough reason to ask you to stay.

These are nothing more than words far from clarity and scattered in the infinite tempest. You were the collateral chaos turning my world into complete darkness You were that little lie from which I have not found enough courage to escape I admit it; I keep dancing with a broken heart on the summit of loneliness.

Thinking of you secretly and listening to songs that remind me of you It is so overwhelming not being able to sleep collapsing with the tortuous past that binds me and does not allow me to arise Being too young and fool to understand this about love.
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